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 dvd.mp3 Updated 11/26/2015 212 downloads If you are simply wanting to buy an MP3 version of this content, you can do so by clicking on the following link: Update: This track and video can now be found here: This is a hybrid track/video where the song was made by combining the audio recording of our band's vocals at Sea Salt Studios in Oxnard, California with our LiveAtTheGarden.org video
recorded in the garden of our singer/guitarist Eric "JB" Jones. The setup was a single microphone in the middle of the stage with the video camera aimed at the soundboard and placed behind the microphone. The video is scaled back and down to make this audio clip available for the MP3. Enjoy! Also, a disclaimer: The video was made using equipment that we do not own, and thus we can not grant

or deny any copyright issues or permissions. This track and video is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. This is the audio recording of our band's March 2014 performance at Sea Salt Studios in Oxnard, California and is available in either standard or lossless versions. The SD version includes a shorter version of the track with it's
corresponding vocals, and the HiFi version has a lossless version that is 5.7 GB in size. The link above will take you to the MP3 version of the track. Enjoy! UPDATE: The video has now been renamed from "JB - Pirates of Silicon Valley-DUAL AUDIO - March 2014" to "Eric & Kevin - Pirates of Silicon Valley - DUAL AUDIO - March 2014". It has also been published to Vimeo. Check it out! This

is a hybrid track/video where the song was made by combining the audio recording of our band's vocals at Sea Salt Studios in Oxnard, California with our LiveAtTheGarden.org video recorded in the garden of our singer/guitarist Eric "JB" Jones. The 82157476af
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